
 
  



  



Sermon Notes – October 9, 2016 
8 Dumb Things Smart Christians Believe: 

Forgiving Means Forgetting 
2 Samuel 12 

Big Idea: _____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Application: _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________



Bible Reading Plan 
2016-17 Bible Reading Plan  

OT, NT & Poetry: Week 41 

 Monday 
• 1 Samuel 14:24-52 
• Luke 24:1-12 
• Proverbs 4:12-27 

 Tuesday 
• 1 Samuel 15 
• Luke 24:13-35 
• Proverbs 5:1-9 

 Wednesday 
• 1 Samuel 16 
• Luke 24:36-53 
• Proverbs 5:10-23 

 Thursday 
• 1 Samuel 17 
• Acts 1:1-11 
• Proverbs 6:1-19 

 Friday 
• 1 Samuel 18:1-16 
• Acts 1:12-26 
• Proverbs 6:20-35 

Discussion Questions 
• Prior to this sermon how would you have responded to this statement: “forgiving 

means forgetting”? Why would you agree or disagree? 

• Have you ever found yourself struggling to forgive because you assumed you 
had to act like nothing ever happened – or that forgiving someone meant they got 
away with the behavior? How did that assumption impact your life? 

• What are your thoughts on how God 
forgives? Compare the idea of eternal 
forgiveness (He treats us like we’ve never 
sinned) with the idea of Him letting us suffer 
earthly consequences for our sin. 

• Where does revenge play into the concept of 
forgiveness? Is wanting revenge a bad thing? 

• What tools can you use to deal with the 
painful memories of events that God asks you 
to forgive?  



Monday – Does God Forget? 
By Kel Cunard 

“...forgiving each other; as the Lord has forgiven you...” Colossians 3:13 

    “Forgive and forget.” We’ve heard the phrase. We’ve said the phrase, but we 
probably never realized the damage caused by demanding forgetful forgiveness.  
    When we equate forgiveness with forgetfulness we assume the people we 
have wronged should just get over it and move on, no matter what we’ve done. 
After all, “forgive and forget.” It’s even worse if we are the one who has been 
deeply hurt. Forgiving the person who wounded us seems difficult. To forget 
what they did seems next to impossible.  
    In Colossians 3:13, Paul wrote that Christ-followers should “...[forgive] each 
other; as the Lord has forgiven you, so you also must forgive.” We are instructed 
to follow the example of our Heavenly Father. We should forgive as we have 
been forgiven.  
    We know God forgives, but does He forget? Well, it depends on how you 
define the term. The Bible has a lot to say about God’s forgiveness. Our 
confessed sins are not only forgiven; they are placed “as far as the east is from 
the west” (Psalm 103:12). Our Heavenly Father tramples them under His feet 
and hurls “all our sins into the depths of the sea.” (Micah 7:19) These verses 
seem to imply that God’s forgiveness is also forgetful. However, we assume that 
since we are made in God’s image, He forgets the same way we do. I’ve 
forgotten more than I’ll ever remember. It’s the nature of living with an imperfect 
human mind. We forget things – sometimes very important things – but God is 
anything but imperfect. He never forgets; even more He is omniscient. That 
means there has never been anything that He didn’t know. He knows everything 
about every moment in every person’s life, and He never forgets anything in the 
way we forget almost everything.  
    When the Bible describes God’s forgetfulness, it is in reference to His 
remembrance not His memory. When He forgives our sins He chooses not to 
remember them. They are no longer part of the evidence against us. Our 
confessed and forgiven actions are thrown into the depths of the ocean, put as 
far as the east is from the west, and hidden behind God’s back. Because of 
Jesus, He will never have any reason to remember them.  
    As we have already seen, we are not God. Even though we are to forgive as 
we have been forgiven, that does not mean we have to wipe out every memory. 
That mindset places the threshold of forgiveness so high, many if not most of us 
would struggle to ever forgive. Some of the wounds of life are too deep and 
painful for us to effortlessly brush them aside. The impossibility of forgetful 
forgiveness would drive most of us to give up before we even tried to forgive.  
    Believing the myth that forgiving requires forgetting has trapped many in the 
chains of bitter resentment. Assuming we will never forgive and forget has kept 
us from experiencing the freedom forgiveness can bring. So no matter what, 
forgive now just as you have been forgiven, and it just might help you forget. 



Tuesday – How do we “Forgive and Forget”? 
By Mackenzie Hoopingarner 

“Forgive us our debts…” Matthew 6:12 

It is impossible to make it through life without being wounded. When Adam 
and Eve disobeyed God, it brought sin into the world. Bad things happen in this 
broken reality, and people and circumstances will inevitably hurt us. The current 
sermon series is about dumb things smart Christians believe, and Sunday’s 
sermon focused on how forgiving doesn’t always mean forgetting. As Christians 
we are obviously called to forgive, but how do we “forget” our deepest wounds? 

The Bible commands us to forgive one another. In Matthew chapter 6 Jesus 
models a prayer to His disciples saying “forgive us our debts, as we have also 
forgiven our debtors” (verse 12). In other words, how can we pray to God asking 
Him for His forgiveness, and then turn around and refuse to forgive others? The 
Bible says “all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God” (Romans 3:23). 
We all sin and need His generous mercy, grace, and forgiveness. We love to 
accept that from Him yet so often fail to extend the same grace and forgiveness 
to others. This should not be the case. Forgiving others, no matter what they’ve 
done, is necessary and a commandment given to us by God.  

Forgiveness is difficult and painful at times, but it is possible. However, the 
forgetting part is not so easily done. Let’s look at some responses to a scenario 
to help us understand what it looks like to really forgive and forget… 

Suzy’s relationship with her dad has always been rocky. He doesn’t show 
affection, gets very angry when his actions are confronted, and is always 
pointing out her failures while neglecting to praise her successes. He is a hard 
worker who truly loves his family, but he lacks the compassion and tenderness 
she has always wanted and needed from him. Here are two responses that 
Suzy could have:  
• Suzy forgives her father for the ways he has hurt her in the past. She 

doesn’t allow herself to feel any emotion from his actions anymore. It’s 
getting difficult to continue burying her feelings and brushing off what he 
does. She is growing bitter, resentful, and angry, and finds it increasingly 
difficult to continue forgiving him. 

• Suzy forgives her father for the ways he has hurt her in her past. 
Whenever he does something that hurts her, she privately allows herself to 
emotionally process it. She feels angry, she cries, she tells God about her 
hurts. By allowing her heart to be open before God and process and feel 
how her father’s actions affect her, He is able to heal her heart. Because of 
the healing power of the Lord she is slowly able to let go, essentially 
“forgetting” her father’s actions toward her. 

Which of Suzy’s responses sounds the most freeing? I don’t believe forgetting 
in order to forgive means we never allow ourselves to feel emotion. Our pains 
can never be healed except through the healing and restorative power of God. 
Therefore, it is necessary to process our brokenness before Him, so our hearts 
are open to His healing work. It is only through His power that we can be made 
whole, that we can “forget” and let go of the memories that inflict so much pain 
in our lives. We forgive because He has forgiven us, and we can only forget 
because He has healed our broken spirits.  

Spend some time with God this morning. Allow yourself to emotionally 
process the pains from your past. Let God begin to heal your wounds and take 
away the grudges in your heart so you can truly let go and forgive.   



Wednesday – What Was That? 
By Kel Cunard 

“...forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave you...” Ephesians 4:32 

    Have you ever seen something out of the corner of your eye and wondered, 
“What was that?” A few weeks ago, I was about to get in my truck when I 
noticed something in the yard. It looked like a red ball, but something didn’t 
seem quite right. I walked over and noticed it was covered in flies. Not a few 
flies – a few hundred flies, and they were swarming and buzzing all over this 
mysterious item. It was open on the inside like a whiffle ball and stunk to high 
heaven. It looked and smelled exactly like rotting flesh.  
    Obviously, I couldn’t leave this thing in my yard. I could see the headlines 
now how that careless man infected his kids, poisoned his dog or ignored the 
first pod in a global alien invasion. Although I had 
no clue what it was, I knew I had to do something. 
So I grabbed the bug spray and a shovel, chased 
off the flies and dug up this mysterious, stanky 
thing.  
    When I looked it up later that day, I discovered 
it was a red cage fungus which is part of the aptly 
named stinkhorn family. It grows on dead and 
decaying wood and smells like rotting flesh in 
order to attract flies and disperse its spores. This 
answered what it was but did not explain why it was there. There is NO wood in 
our front yard; not one tree, no mulch, not even a twig. How did a putrid fungus 
that feeds on decaying wood end up right in the middle of our treeless yard? 
    While there is nothing I could see for the red cage to feed on, there was 
something rotting beneath the surface. Before we laid sod several years ago, we 
had a tree removed and its stump ground down. For years, well below the 
surface, something was happening to one-day produce a foul result in my yard.  
    Have you ever said something, reacted in the worst possible way, and 
wondered, “What was that?” There are times in our lives when our past breaks 
through our carefully guarded surface, moments when the bitterness deep 
inside us produces brokenness around us. When those foul moments happen, 
we wonder, ‘What was that?” The response that made it to the surface was 
probably something we buried long ago. Read Ephesians 4:31-5:1. Paul told the 
Ephesians to put away all bitterness, wrath and anger. Every time we refuse to 
forgive and choose to bury our bitterness we risk it later erupting with a 
vengeance. 
    Since the day I first saw the red cage fungus, I have had to dig up dozens of 
them. Once I was aware they were there, I knew what to do before they erupted. 
They start as little white sacks about the size of an egg, and if you dig them up 
before they erupt, the bitter root cannot produce its foul-smelling fruit. 
    What do you need to dig up in your life? A root of bitterness will never 
produce the fruit of love. If you have been hurt, you may never be able to forget, 
but you must forgive. That person doesn’t have to deserve your forgiveness or 
even ask for it, but you should forgive simply because God has forgiven you. 
Root out the bitterness now before it erupts in a moment you will later regret.   



Thursday – What Should Be Our Focus? 
By Nick Molick 

“If we confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our 
 sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”  1 John 1:9 

There are times when we focus on the wrong thing. We instead focus on 
ourselves, things directly in front of us, or things within our sphere of influence. 
We also do a really good job of keeping score of those who have wronged us. 
Then the battle begins in our minds and souls of how then shall we live? Are we 
not called to forgive and forget? If that is the case, then why do we do such a 
wonderful job of remembering those who have done us harm and what they’ve 
done?  

What we choose to focus on when we are in these circumstances defines how 
we will handle them. Do we focus on the wrong doer, the actions against us, or 
how we would never do such a thing? Or do we look to the model Christ gives 
us and how we have been forgiven? When that holy model becomes our focus, 
our attitude towards those in need of forgiveness becomes markedly different. 

Along with that focus, we must remember the way that Christ forgives us. We 
need to know our desperate need for forgiveness, and all that God-granted 
forgiveness means.  

We are utterly reprehensible in the eyes of God, until we have been bathed in 
the blood of Christ. That blood, representing God’s sacrifice for our sin, gives 
God the ability to forgive us because of the price paid by His Son. That is the 
extent God has gone to offer forgiveness. Our sin is seen as deadly serious to 
God, otherwise such an extraordinary act would not have been needed. 

When we want to hold grudges, keep score or just be plain mean to someone 
who has wronged us, we are not being very Christ like. We are in those times, 
however, being very human. All of us fall into this trap because our sanctification 
is always ongoing, much to our chagrin. We are walking along a path where 
God can mold us more into the image of His Son. When we have those feelings 
of score-keeping, revenge-seeking or worse, we would be well served to ask if 
that is how we want God to look at us and our glaring sins. Do we want a God 
who continually keeps score, and wants vengeance on those who wrong Him? 
Comparing how we view someone and how we want God to view us shows 
quite a difference, and puts in our minds how God calls us to live and forgive. 
Not necessarily forgetting completely, because God also calls us to be wise, but 
definitely forgiving. That type of forgiveness stands out in a world that spends a 
lot of its time and effort blaming and name-calling, all while ignoring its own sin. 

How does the model of Godly forgiveness compare to how you forgive? Is 
there someone in your life you need to forgive as Christ has forgiven you? When 
someone needs your forgiveness what will your focus be? 



Friday – Walking Worthy 
By Cathy Slusser 

“He has delivered us from the domain of darkness and 
 transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son, in whom we 
 have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.” Colossians 1:13-14 

My service dog, Cory, will do just about anything I ask her to do. She will crawl 
under my desk to retrieve a pen I dropped, ignore a squirrel on the sidewalk, 
refuse food from a stranger, and even wake from a nap to walk beside me at the 
store. But, there is one thing she will not do. She will not get up on the bed with 
me. Even though some nights I wish for her comfort, no amount of cajoling will 
convince her to lie down beside me.  

It is not that she can’t physically get up on the bed. She jumps into the back of 
the truck, a much higher distance. It is not that no dogs are allowed on our bed – 
our son’s Corgi spends much of his time there. Cory won’t get up on the bed 
because when she was a puppy, Glen fussed at her one time for getting up 
there. Ever since, she won’t try again. Even though the other dogs do, and even 
though I ask her to – she will not get on the bed.  

Cory loves Glen. In fact, he is her second favorite person next to me. She is 
torn when we are at the store and he leaves us to go to another aisle. She 
wants to go with him, but her loyalty is to me. She wishes we would stay 
together; then, she could keep an eye on both her favorite people. She loves 
Glen, but she has not forgotten what he did. That memory keeps her from 
getting on the bed even though time has passed.  She remembers.   

Most of us can remember a time when someone hurt us. It may have been 
something a lot more complicated than being pushed off a piece of furniture. 
Promises may have been broken, hurtful words said, or physical or emotional 
abuse committed. Like Cory, we have forgiven. We even love again.  But, we 
don’t forget.  

Remembering protects us from getting hurt again. From being embarrassed 
again. From being disappointed. We forgive because we chose to do so, and 
because God gives us the ability to forgive. But we don’t forget. Sometimes, 
while remembering protects us, it holds us back from finding joy or from starting 
over. Then, we have to learn to let go. Even though we may never forget, 
holding on keeps us from moving forward to a place of peace. Like the bed.    

Read Colossians 1:9-14. List the ways that Paul tells us to walk “worthy of the 
Lord.” Why do you think Paul reminds us of God’s gift, the forgiveness of sins, in 
these verses? What connection does forgiveness have with walking worthy? 
How is your life impacted by unforgiveness? How can love overcome 
unforgiveness? 



Weekend – Cause and Effect 
By Kel Cunard 

“Train up a child in the way he should go; even when 
he is old he will not depart from it.”  Proverbs 22:6 

    Our universe follows cause and effect rules. For every action there is an 
equal and opposite reaction. The physical interactions of matter in our world are 
predictable and reliable. Causes bring the expected effects.  
    The verse listed above seems to describe a cause and effect rule for our 
children. If we as parents will just train them in the way they should go, they will 
not depart from it. If we will just teach them about God, they will faithfully serve 
Him all of their days. We have all heard this verse, and many of us have clung to 
it in moments of parental despair. However, is this proverb really a promise? 
    All of us could likely recall a child who appeared to have every reason to turn 
out right and still ended up going horribly wrong. We not only know some by 
name, a few may even bear our names. When a child departs, did the parents 
fail to train or did God fail to be faithful?  
    Perhaps we are working from a faulty assumption. Join us this Sunday as we 
confront another one of the 8 Dumb Things Smart Christians Believe – a godly 
home guarantees godly kids.   

Pray for the World: Guinea-Bissau 
Guinea-Bissau is a coastal state wedged between Senegal and Guinea, including 

the Bijagos archipelago. Less than two percent of the population is Evangelical 
Christian, while over fifty percent are Muslim.  

Church leadership is solid, mature and indigenous, with increasingly well-
organized training programs for general discipleship and pastoral training. The Bible 
Institute of the Evangelical Church is key to this process, with evening Bible classes 
and sponsorship of promising pastors to study in Brazil. But poorer and more 
remote rural congregations are much less appealing to workers, and are therefore 
neglected. Those who do minister rurally must often care for several congregations 
at once. Pray for the vision of the evangelical Church to be fulfilled, and for trained, 
passionate, national workers to go to the remote and unreached parts of Guinea-
Bissau and to the entire region. 

Prepare for Worship 
  As you prepare your heart for worship this morning, read Psalm 142. God is our 
refuge, and he hears our cries. Praise Him for being your refuge and deliverer.  
 



  



 


